Article Review Format

You will review three scientific articles this semester and submit your written reviews to me for evaluation. Each review will be worth 20 points.

1. The review will be done in the format of the article. You will submit a 2-4 page review for each article.

2. Create a title page containing the title of the article, the authors names, your name, and the date.

3. Provide a written summary of the article by retyping each section of the article in an abbreviated format.

4. Retype the abstract, summarize the introduction, materials and methods, results into 2 paragraphs each.

5. Provide a written commentary on the discussion section similar to the article review you received for our example paper. This should include your overall evaluation of the article and highlighting what is useful, and what is lacking or needs improvement.

6. Re-type the five most useful references from the paper and the acknowledgements.